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Dear Reader

The beautiful layout is again the work of
Margarida Tavares from Italy. So see you next
year and have fun reading this newsletter. For
any questions and suggestions please contact
marta.domokos@feherlofiawaldorf.hu.
We wish you all a wonderful 2016!

ENSWaP
Annual Meeting 2016
Hungary
We would like to invite you to next year’s
meeting which will take place in Hungary, in
Nemesvámos at the
Fehérlófia Waldorf School.
The meeting will be from the 30th of September
till the 2nd of October 2016. The theme of the
conference is
“Why Waldorf?”
Further information will be sent to you in spring
2016 and in our next newsletter.
You can also contact Márti Domokos on
marta.domokos@feherlofiawaldorf.hu
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A German lady, who was in the car, later claimed
that she had been kidnapped by the Russians. It
turned out that they went to the central station to
pick up a friend who had just arrived from Russia.
Saturday evening, party dinner in the
greenhouse. “Where are our Italian friends?”,
someone asked me. I don´t know, I said. So, I run
down to their hotel. They are not in their rooms. I
don´t have their phone numbers. Standing
outside the hotel wondering where they are I
suddenly see them strolling along from the
subway station. They had been to Stockholm city.
They were not in a hurry - but I was.
Back at the dinner party we discovered that there
was no room for the two Italian families at the
table. In fact, there was no room for an extra
table. Somehow, with the help of a shoehorn and
Harry Potter’s magic wand we managed to lay
another table. How we counted the number of our
guests so poorly I still don´t understand.
Sunday afternoon. They have left, gone home.
Finally no more worries. A feeling of emptiness
comes over me.
I won´t be doing this again… at least not for a year
or two. 
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Attending ENSWaP ‘s Annual
Meeting Is a Magnificent
Extension of a Waldorf Parent’s
Commitment.
by Mariam Francq, France

go back with vivid impressions of other sights and
people.
Our international identity is evolving, as we evolve
our objectives and means for achieving them. We
are currently addressing such questions as how to
attract more participants and countries, how to
raise money in order to bring costs down as much
as possible and also to subsidise those for whom
the
expenses
are
an
obstacle.
Many of us are more or less funded by our National
Parents’ Association… wherever there is one; or we
manage in other ways.
We are more than happy to answer any questions
or suggestions and invite you to visit our site:

waldorfparents.net.

When as parents we opt for Waldorf we surely
know, or will soon find out, that we shall also be
spending a lot of time at school! So to speak, this is
ideally “part of the deal”. Not only do we bake
cakes… but we also paint, we garden, we attend
meetings, lectures, study groups, class outings
and trips… well, there is no end…
Of course the obvious reason is to accompany our
children as well as possible by acting upon our
chosen ideal, i.e. the most harmonious education
for them. By committing ourselves in this manner,
our children realise how much we also care for
their school and wish to uphold it. So imagine the
impact if we also decide to participate beyond our
school and even beyond our borders! And this
goal can easily be reached by attending the
European Network of Steiner Waldorf Parents and
Friends who hold an annual meeting which is
prepared the whole preceding year and is held in
a different country every year.
Our network has existed for eight years and this
year we counted 13 countries which have been
regularly attending the last few years. We are so
happy to gather together and learn about “the
others”: their way of functioning, their situations,
their success stories or sore points. By exchanging
these facts and discussing them, we learn so much
more about what it means to be Waldorf… very
much alike, or so different while sharing the same
deep values. In order to make it easier for parents
to come, their older children (roughly 10 and up)
are also welcome and taken good care of by the
young generation of the hosting country. They also

ENSWaP: Working Groups
Next year's meeting: Márti Domokos (Hungary), Mikael Cederqvist (Sweden),
Karin Dauer (Austria), Chia Koskinen (Finland) ECSWE contact: Margarida
Tavares (Italy), Hilde Lengali (Norway), Ahmed Abdel-Karim (Germany)
Communications: Gitte Lassen (Iceland), Chia Koskine (Finland), Mariam
Francq (France), Margarida Tavares (Italy) Website: Luca Ventura (Italy)
Newsletter: Margarida Tavares (Italy), Márti Domokos (Hungary) Waldorf
exchanges: Johanna Burkart (Germany) Funding: Mariam Francq, Anita
Legzdina (Latvia), Monica Picchi (Italy) Adviser: Christopher Clouder (UK)
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My First Meeting with ENSWaP
by Khatuna Khartishvili, Georgia

It has become a tradition in our newsletter
to ask someone who attended our annual
conference for the first time to write about
their experiences. This year Khatuna
Khartishvili from Georgia has accepted the
challenge.
When I decided to write the article "my first
ENSWaP" I had no idea how difficult this might be.
It is one thing to share the experience verbally
after such a wonderful meeting, to jump from one
subject to another, to let your impressions talk for
you spontaneously, emotionally ... But to write an
article ... why is it so difficult? I think because the
ENSWaP meeting in Stockholm was neither a
business meeting, nor a regular conference, but
an alive event, full of warm feelings and joy… It is
really hard to shape the ENSWaP meeting’s
atmosphere in words. But since we - human
beings - are still weak in telepathy, I have no other
way
but
to
write
an
article to
share my impressions with you.

I first heard about ENSWaP and its annual
meetings last spring from our school manager.
Internet information was not rich, but still enough
to inspire me. I understood that participation in
the annual meetings might be helpful for our
school’s parent’s association, which was new with
many questions and some pending issues… And I
decided to contact ENSWAP.
The first person from the ENSWAP board who
replied to my email was Ms Anita Legzdina from
Latvia (now I would say my dear Anita). Her first
email was so friendly and supportive that I and I
understood that our parent’s association may join
ENSWaP. A bit later Hilde Lengali, the head of the

Norwegian parent’s association (a very
charming lady by the way) contacted me. Anita's
and Hilde's efforts made my trip to Stockholm
possible. I am very thankful for this.

I believe the ENSWaP meeting in Stockholm
was very important for all participants and
for me personally. WHY?
It was an alive process showing that ENSWaP is
an open association ready to listen, share, help.
Mikael's presentation on Sweden as the land of
extreme - funny and interesting - was a great
start. The atmosphere was so friendly that we,
newcomers, felt ourselves at home.
The main topic of the meeting "measuring or
knowledge for life" was actual for each
participant and the lectures given by
Christopher Clouder and Godi Keller inspired
us. We could focus once more on the difference
between knowledge for life and measuring for
success. Waldorf pedagogy gives free,
responsible, idealistic people to society. Today
popular"measuring"
education
produces
warriors running after success, money, external
impressions. Parents have to choose. To be able
to make a choice we should at least know both
ways, their goals, side effects. I believe each
parent brought back home something special
for them, got answers their questions.
My personal outcomes after my first ENSWaP
meeting:
Waldorf tradition is not as long and strong in
Georgia as in Scandinavian countries or
Germany. The ENSWaP meeting made my trust in
Waldorf pedagogy and generally in human
beings stronger.
I felt gratitude to our school’s teachers and
management. Though having heavy financial
problems they do their best to keep Waldorf
principles.
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Share Waldorf Education –
International Annual Conference
2015
by Johanna Burkart, Germany
On Friday, 9th of October we arrived at
Kristofferskolan in Bromma, in the western part of
Stockholm. The Swedish Waldorf School with its
colourful yellow, blue and red wood-panelled
buildings is located on a steep, rocky hill. We
were warm-heartedly welcomed by Swedish
pupils of the 7th and 8th degree, their parents and
international participants of the conference.
Mikael, organiser of the conference, introduced
us to Sweden - the country of extremes – which
offers the full cultural range between “lagom”
(not too much, not too little), the equalising Law of
Jante, an increasing multiculturalism, modern
spirit and tolerance (do it your way – I do it my
way).

A network of Waldorf parents from the 13
participating countries came together to
exchange ideas and experiences. We started by
reporting from the different countries, collecting
feedback from Hungary (35 schools), Norway
(approx. 30 schools), France (approx. 25 schools),
Latvia (2 schools), Austria (16 schools), Italy (50
schools), Germany (235 schools) and Finland (26
schools) and Sweden among others.
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schools, taught with the key words “profit,
productivity and client”. In the eyes of politics a
good school is good if it produces good
measurable results. Therefore schools are blind
to the social skills and the social ability of the
children. In terms of intellectual development
schools have to respect the different speed of
learning – we also need dreamers – it should
protect the slower children.
Can knowledge be standardised?
The problem of standardisation: you cannot
measure if the children are touched by the topics.
The parent’s attitude has changed increasingly as
they are becoming consumers who are
demanding education as an effort; it even
happens that lawyers represent parents at
parent’s evenings. The school’s main task is to
cultivate and to strengthen the self-confidence of
the pupils within themselves and in the world.
Every school should be able to provide this
nowadays.
The Norwegian word for confidence is “TILIT”,
you can read it from both sides (palindrome).
A manifest from Godi Keller and Hilde Lengali:
1. Every pupil keeping and strengthening
her/his believe in her/himself.
2. Make pupil safe and secure, so they
develop a strong confidence in the world,
in people and in their own future.
3. Building life-happiness (joy of life) in each
pupil.
4. Develop pupils’ curiosity and make them
even more curious. Appreciate questions
as well as answers.
5. Help pupils to be open and honest,
encourage them to think outside the box
and appreciate originality more than
correctness.
6. Strengthen pupils’ force of will by being an
active workshop for learning.
7. Value cooperation more than competition
and social skills more than winner instincts.
8. Develop pupils’ skills for dialogue.
9. Teach pupils how to listen and to be in
contact with their own and others’ feelings
and needs.
Lecture of Örjan Liebendörfer, principal at Lunds
Waldorfskola. With a power point presentation
Örjan showed the existing conflict in the
educating policy between national education
targets on one side and educational content of
Waldorf schools on the other side.
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What Are We Educating Our
Children For?
Impressions of a Lecture
by CHRISTOPHER CLOUDER

written by Márti Domokos, Hungary, with
the participation of Christopher

There was an exhibition, called “living-line”, of
paintings and drawings from grade 1-12 of the school
in the city hall of Ljubljana, showing the development
of life. Under “summary of conference and next year”
we fixed the theme: “How much Waldorf should be in
Waldorf school” and the structure of ENSWaP in the
future.
The opinion of the audience was that there should be
a living responsibility instead of a fixed committee.
With the following impressions of participants the
conference was closed:
“We are not alone with ideas, hopes and feelings
about the school”
“I was thinking of home during the conference. We
look at the day by day problems, we keep on
working. We will manage to find our solutions”
“We are not alone with our problems”
“Hope is the key”
“It is a big chance of European cooperation of
parents”
“It is enriching to meet people – doesn’t matter where
they come from”
“We take back energy”
“We take back a smile and lightness”
My summary:
Although it was already the 9th ENSWaP meeting you
can still feel the spirit and energy of the founders. The
participants cling together for one issue: Waldorf
pedagogy. It’s a unique opportunity to discuss
problems and to see other points of views within the
Waldorf community.
It’s a platform where you can hear about the full
range of topics: about the problems of single schools
and about themes in a national context. You can
consider it a think tank which gives a preview of what
could be Waldorf in future and what should be
focused and developed in future to get a benefit for
your own school, all embedded in the European
context.
At the end of the meeting Mikael surprised us with a
wonderfully guided bus tour through Stockholm.
Thank you Mikael!

This is my interpretation of yet another inspiring and
highly entertaining lecture of Christopher’s on current
and future education. All eventual misunderstandings
are entirely mine.
Educational institutions, like schools, that we create
for children are a reflection of how we as adults see
childhood. Children are expected to fit a structure
that the adults create for them. In young children
there is so much promise towards the future –
however educational systems are adept at
diminishing this promise.
In Steiner Waldorf education we try to allow the
unknown being in a child to flourish, we try to help
them develop their future potential. We cannot
ignore the fact that they are surrounded by things
that can deaden their souls. As parents, by stepping
out of the regular education, we are making,
consciously or unconsciously, a political choice
about how we envisage the future of the world
Young children have a wonderful ability to smile at
us and the world – our task is to help them keep that
smile. A smile is a powerful force, it shows that we as
human beings appreciate the human being in the
other. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry described in ‘Letter
to a Hostage’ how he realised in a life-threatening
situation in the Spanish Civil War that he was going
to stay alive rather be shot off-hand – simply by a
guard smiling at him…
“Care granted to the sick, welcome offered to the
banished, forgiveness itself are worth nothing without
a smile enlightening the deed. We communicate in a
smile beyond languages, classes and parties. We are
the faithful members of the same church, you with your
customs, I with mine.”
Nowadays education has become such a serious
business. Inner and outer smiles are discouraged. It
should be our aim to help our children to keep their
smile, and also to keep it in ourselves too. The
warmth of smile unties us as human beings and we
are very sensitive to its absence.
The world is changing at an enormous pace.
Technological change and evolution are not linear,
there are times when it goes more and more rapidly.
We really do not know where it will take us. “In
looking at our cultural surroundings we have not only
what acts in space but also what effects us from bygone
eras. If we acquire a feeling for this, not only the past
affects us but the future as well. It is our task to let the
future work in us” (Rudolf Steiner. Education as a
Social Question. Dornach 17/08/1919) According to
some futurologists children of today might still be
working when they are 100 years old and between
30% to 80% of all the jobs that exist today will
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Man's biggest wealth
is his incompleteness.
With this I am wealthy.
Words that accept me the way
I am—I don't accept.
I can't stand being just
a guy who opens
doors, who pulls valves,
who watches the watch, who
buys bread at 6 in the
afternoon,
who goes out there,
who sharpens the pencil,
who sees the grape, etc., etc.

Forgive me.
But I need to be Others
I intend to revitalize man
by using butterflies.
Manoel de Barros
1916-2014
(from "Mist biography")
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